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1. Introduction

Since the first NREL certification in 2001, 
the power conversion efficiency of organic 
photovoltaics (OPV) has greatly increased 
from 2.5%[1] up to over 19% for single 
junction and 20% for tandem devices.[2,3] 
Understanding free charge recombi-
nation and the associated open circuit 
voltage (VOC) loss is amongst the most 
important issues to push the efficiency 
of these devices toward and over 20%.[4] 
It is generally accepted that free charge 
carrier recombination proceeds primarily 
via reformation and decay of charge 
transfer (CT) states, involving radiative 
and non-radiative pathways. The latter 
typically dominates the decay rate and 
is, therefore, mainly responsible for the 
VOC loss. It was further shown that non-
radiative decay is dominated by vibronic 

coupling and that it is dependent on the CT state energy via 
an energy gap law.[5,6] The situation becomes more complex 
when the energy of the CT state, approaches the energy of the 
lowest singlet exciton, the local exciton of the component domi-
nating the optical gap. In this case, reformation of the singlet 
exciton from the CT state becomes more likely, documented, 
for example, by an increased singlet exciton emission intensity 
in electroluminescence (EL).[7,8] Recent experimental and theo-
retical work suggested that the singlet excitons and CT states 
are in dynamic equilibrium, meaning that the populations of 
the two excited species are coupled.[9–11] For a very small dif-
ference between the CT and the lowest singlet exciton, ∆ −S CT1E ,  
often denoted as the driving force for charge generation, the 
charge recombination pathway becomes influenced by the S1 
properties.[12,13] As singlet excitons are generally more emissive 
than CT states, this causes a significant reduction of the non-
radiative voltage loss, which depends logarithmically on the 
ratio between the non-radiative and the radiative decay rates. 
However, predominant emission from the S1 state does not 
imply that all free charge recombination proceeds through this 
channel. This is due to the fact that recombination still occurs 
through the CT state and that its decay is highly non-radiative. 
For the prototypical PM6:Y6 blend, we have recently shown that 
more than 90% of the radiative decay occurs through the sin-
glet exciton, but that the total recombination current is almost 
entirely determined by the non-radiative decay of the CT state, 
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and thus the reason for the fairly large non-radiative voltage 
loss (ΔVOC,nrad) in this blend.[10] Understanding the interplay 
between these two states and how they determine the voltage 
losses in relation to ∆ −S CT1E  is therefore of great interest.

In most of the recent studies, ∆ −S CT1E  was varied by 
exchanging both the low and the high bandgap components of 
the donor–acceptor (D:A) blend. Changes of the morphology 
within such series of blends are, therefore, likely. More impor-
tantly, the absorption and emission properties of the low energy 
component, which are most relevant for understanding the role 
of the local excitons on the VOC losses, often vary as well. Here, 
we take a different approach. We choose a well-aggregated con-
jugated donor polymer as the low energy component, ensuring 
the same S1 properties for all blends, while the CT energy is 
varied through the compositional tuning of a binary fullerene-
based acceptor phase. By decomposing the EL and photovoltaic 
external quantum efficiency (EQEPV) spectra into the singlet 
and CT components, we quantify the contributions of these two 
states to photon absorption and emission. The analysis shows 
that the emission of the ternary blends becomes dominated by 
the polymer S1 for high ECT, and that the radiative upper limit 
for VOC quickly approaches a constant value determined by the 
singlet energy of the low band gap component (in this case the 
polymer). By analyzing all other contributions to the recombi-
nation current, we show that the non-radiative decay of the CT 

state determines VOC for all ∆ −S CT1E . In turn, the non-radiative 
VOC loss is independent of the emission properties of S1. Our 
work shows that a strong singlet exciton contribution in the 
absorption and emission does not necessarily imply that the 
singlet state properties affect the VOC and that a detailed knowl-
edge about the CT state and its interplay with S1 is needed to 
draw firm conclusions about the origin of the voltage loss.

2. Results

2.1. Structural and Optical Properties of the Blend

Our ternary donor–acceptor bulk heterojunction (BHJ) system 
comprises the fluorinated donor copolymer poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-
ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b′]dithiophene)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3-
benzothiadiazole)] (1F-PCPDTBT), and the two fullerene acceptors 
PCBM and ICBA (see Figure 1a for the chemical structures and 
the energy levels). The mixture of PCBM of ICBA has been studied 
in great detail in the past, where it was shown that the VOC of such 
mixture with a donor polymer can be tuned in small steps.[14–16] 
1F-PCPDTBT has been chosen for several reasons. First, it forms 
well-performing blends with PCBM. Second, its absorption and 
emission are well-separated from that of PCBM and ICBA.[17] 
Third, it aggregates strongly in thin films of neat material as well 

Figure 1. a) Chemical structure and energy diagram of the donor polymer and the two fullerenes. b) Normalized absorption spectra of films of a neat 
1F-PCPDTBT film (grey) compared to the blends with PCBM (red), ICBA (blue), and a PCBM:ICBA 1:1 mixture (pink). The long wavelength region of the 
blend beyond 700 nm is entirely dominated by the donor polymer. Also shown is the absorption of the polymer in solution (black, dashed). c) GIWAXS 
scattering profiles in the out-of-plane direction for both blends and neat films of the components. Scattering of the neat components are offset vertically 
for clarity. d) Lorentz corrected RSoXS profiles for both blends acquired with a photon energy of 283.5 eV, which is just below the fullerene absorption 
peak to enhance phase contrast but limit absorption damage.
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as in blends with fullerenes.[18] As shown in Figure 1b, the shape 
and spectral position of the low energy absorption in the blend is 
the same as that of the neat polymer film, and very different from 
that of the non-aggregated polymer in solution.

To investigate in detail how the choice of the fullerene 
affects the polymer crystallinity, 1F-PCPDTBT:ICBA was 
studied in comparison to 1F-PCPCTBT:PCBM through grazing 
incident wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) and reso-
nant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS). The structural data of the 
1F-PCPDTBT:PCBM blend have been published before.[19] 
Figure  1c shows the 1D GIWAXS profiles in the out-of-plane 
direction in the film for the neat components to aid peak iden-
tification. 1F-PCPDTBT has a strong (100) peak at q = 5.5 nm−1, 
and retains a similar intensity even when paired with either 
fullerene, indicating polymer aggregation into pure crystal-
lites. Similarly, scattering peaks at q  = 15 nm−1 indicate the 
presence of fullerene aggregation in each film. The crystalline 
coherence length (CCL) for fullerene aggregates is calculated 
in each blend from peak fits, yielding values of 1.78(2) and 
1.42(2) nm for PCBM and ICBA blends, respectively. This indi-
cates a better aggregation of PCBM compared to ICBA. These 
coherence lengths are nearly identical to those of pure PCBM 
and ICBA, indicating pure fullerene domains form within the 
blends.

The mesoscale compositional domain structure was studied 
with RSoXS and Figure 1d displays Lorentz corrected RSoXS 
profiles near the carbon absorption edge. The profiles reveal 
a distinct blend domain structure with the primary feature at  
q  ≈ 0.06 nm−1 corresponding to a characteristic length 
scale of ≈100 nm. The presence of a secondary feature at  
q ≈ 0.3 nm−1 is likely due to a scattering form factor resulting 
from polymer fibrils. The nearly perfect overlap of red 
and blue RSoXS profiles in Figure  1d indicates essentially  
identical domain structure within each fullerene blend. Just 
as the intensities of the two profiles are identical, so is the 
total scattering intensity, which is proportional to the mean 
squared differences in domain composition.[20] Combining 
GIWAXS and RSoXS results, it is clear that the polymer and 
fullerene both form pure domains within this blend, and that 
the domain size is unaffected by the choice of the fullerenes 
studied here.

2.2. Photovoltaic Device Properties

All blends were processed in solution of 1,2-dichlorobenzene, 
to which diiodooctane (DIO) was added at 1% as an additive 
to improve the performance of the processed cells (see the  
Supporting Information for details of the thin film and device 
preparation).[18,21,22] The polymer:fullerene mass-ratio was 
kept constant at 1:3, with an ICBA content x as defined by 
1F-PCPDTBT:PC70BM:ICBA 1 : 3(1−x) : 3x, with x being varied 
from 0 to 1. Note that the blends were prepared in two series, 
first with x = 0, 0.33, 0.5, 1.0 and later with x = 0.2, 0.75, 0.8, 
and 0.9 “to fill the gaps.” Because of unavoidable differences in 
the preparation conditions (temperature of the glove box, exact 
solution concentration), the results from the two series vary 
slightly in detail, which, however, does not affect the general 
conclusions from this work.

The J–V-characteristics of the solar cells with different blend 
ratios are shown in Figure 2a and the photovoltaic param-
eters are listed in Table S1, Supporting Information. The VOC 
increases continuously by nearly 0.2 V, from 0.74 to 0.92 V with 
increasing the ICBA content, while JSC and FF decrease at the 
same time. As shown earlier, ICBA domains exhibit a smaller 
CCL. Several studies have highlighted how the inability of ICBA 
to form well-aggregated domains renders charge formation 
and extraction less efficient than in the comparable PCBM-rich 
blends.[23–25] The corresponding photovoltaic external quantum 
efficiency (EQEPV) spectra (Figure 2b), plotted on a logarithmic 
scale in the absorption tail region, and normalized to emphasize 
the spectral changes in the CT absorption range, exhibit a broad 
low energy shoulder below the bandgap of the polymer at 1.51 eV 
(see Figure  S1, Supporting Information, for the EQEPV spectra 
over a wider spectral range). The shoulder is most pronounced 
and clearly Gaussian-shaped for x  = 0 and x  = 0.2. The tail 
becomes narrower and steeper with increasing ICBA concentra-
tion, assigned to a continuous increase of ECT. The EL spectra in 
Figure 2c are composed of a sharp peak with constant energy of 
1.47 eV, which is the 0–0 transition of the polymer singlet exciton, 
and a broad low energy peak which moves to higher energies 
with increasing ICBA concentration, assigned to CT state emis-
sion. At the same time, the external quantum efficiency of EL, 
ELQY, increases by two orders of magnitude (see Table S1, Sup-
porting Information). We interpret this as an increased popula-
tion of the polymer S1 as ∆ −S CT1E  becomes smaller.[9,12]

According to Rau,[26] the VOC is equal to the radiative limit 
of the open-circuit voltage (VOC,rad) minus the non-radiative 
voltage loss (ΔVOC,nrad):

( )= − ∆ =






+ln ln ELQYOC OC,rad OC,nrad
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Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, 
and q the elementary charge. JR is the current density of free 
charge recombination under 1 sun illumination at VOC condi-
tion. It is common to assume that JR is equal to JSC as we do in 
this work. This assumption is not strictly correct, for example, 
in case of a pronounced field dependence of generation. On 
the other hand, JR enters Equation  (1) only in the argument 
of the natural logarithm. Therefore, even a factor 3 differ-
ence between JR and JSC has no profound effect on the VOC.  

Likewise, J q d  ∫ ω Φ ω ω=
∞

EQE ( ) ( )Rad
0

0

PV BB  is the radiative dark 

recombination current where ΦBB is the black body radiation 
flux at room temperature. As shown in Figure  2d, the experi-
mental VOC is very well reproduced by Equation  (1), where 
ELQY was measured and Rad

0J  calculated from the EQEPV(ℏω) 
spectra, extended to low photon energies by applying Rau’s reci-
procity to the EL spectra.[26] Notably, while VOC,rad increases only 
moderately with x, the rise of the measured VOC is more pro-
nounced, especially above x ≅ 0.7. As a consequence, ΔVOC,nrad 
decreases to 0.25  V; a very low value for fullerene-based OPV 
blends.[12] However, a low ΔVOC,nrad is only beneficial for the 
overall VOC if at the same time VOC,rad remains high. This raises 
the question of the role of the polymer singlet state and its radi-
ative decay in the charge recombination process.
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2.3. Spectral Deconvolution and CT Energy

The fact that the low bandgap component is a well-aggregated 
polymer whose properties barely change with blend composi-
tion allows us to deconvolute the EL spectra into the S1 and CT 
components and to determine the CT energy for all x values. 
To deconvolute the spectra, it is common to measure the EL 
of a device of the neat low bandgap component and to subtract 
it from the full spectrum. However, as compared to the neat 
polymer films, the blend has a lower polymer content, altering 
the degree of reabsorption. Also, the different refractive indices 
of the neat and blend layers may alter the shape of the absorp-
tion and emission spectra through microcavity effects.[27,28] We 
therefore applied a two-step procedure: First, the S1 EL spectrum 
was measured on a device of neat 1F-PCPDTBT and subtracted 
from the EL spectrum of the x = 0.5 blend. This composition 
was chosen because it exhibits well-pronounced CT and S1 con-
tributions in EQEPV and EL. The remaining signal exhibits a 
nearly Gaussian-type line shape, which we assign to emission 
from the CT state. This spectrum was fitted, together with the 
low energy tail of the EQEPV spectra according to

EQE
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Here, E is the photon energy, ECT energy of the CT state,  
λ is the reorganization energy, and fEQE and fEL are pre-fac-
tors. Then, the Gaussian emission from the best fit was sub-
tracted from the total emission spectrum to obtain the sin-
glet emission component of the polymer in the actual blend 
(Figure 3a). When we now subtracted this specific polymer 
reference spectrum from the IEL(E) of the other blend com-
positions, the remaining part was always Gaussian-shaped 
(Figure S2, Supporting Information), allowing for a precise 
determination of the CT energy for different x values (note 
that the x  = 1 spectrum revealed a slight modulation at the 
high energy side reminding of the S1 vibrational progres-
sion, but a Gaussian-fit to the lower energy part is still mean-
ingful). Details about the fitting procedure and the resulting 
parameters can be found in the Supporting Information and 
in Table  S1, Supporting Information. With increasing ICBA 
content, ECT increases continuously from 1.35 to 1.48 eV,  
approaching the energy of the polymer singlet exciton of  
1.51 eV (as determined by the intersection of the absorption and 
emission spectra of a neat polymer film).

Before turning to the interpretation of the spectral contri-
butions, we revisit the recent literature on the energetics of 
fullerene blends. Street and coworkers proposed that elec-
trons delocalize over both kinds of fullerenes resulting in 
one alloy CT-state, whose energy depends on composition.[14] 
Other papers suggested that the nature and energy of the 
two types of donor–acceptor pairs in the ternary blend is 

Figure 2. a) J–V-characteristics under simulated 1 sun illumination for different PCBM:ICBA mixtures. Here, x is the ICBA content with regard to 
PCBM. b) EQEPV spectra off all blends, normalized at the maximum of the polymer singlet absorption. c) EL-spectra of the blends normalized at the 
CT-emission region (see below). d) VOC versus the ICBA fraction. The experimental values (solid squares) are well reproduced by Equation (1) (open 
diamonds). Also shown is the predicted radiative VOC (stars).
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the same as in the corresponding binary blends, meaning 
that the density of states distribution of the ternary system 
is the composition-weighted sum of the state manifolds of 
the two binaries.[15,29,30] As documented in Figure S3a, Sup-
porting Information, the characteristic changes in our EQEPV 
spectra are neither consistent with the superposition model 
nor can they be explained by assuming the formation of an 
alloy. Recent work shows strong evidence for a pronounced 
effect of the blend composition on the energy and spectral 
width of the individual CT states, either through aggregation 

or micro electrostatics.[28,29] For PCBM, the electron affinity 
decreased by 100–200 meV upon deaggregation,[23,31]  
comparable to the LUMO difference of neat PCBM and ICBA. 
In contrast, ICBA does not form crystalline domains and its 
optical and electronic properties are barely affected by dilu-
tion.[31] Based on this, Mollinger developed a picture to explain 
the dependence of ECT on the ICBA concentration in blend of 
the donor polymer MEH-PPV with a PCBM:ICBA mixture.[29]  
Here, replacing PCBM by ICBA reduces the PCBM aggre-
gate size, therefore raising its LUMO level and consequently 

Figure 3. a) Experimental EL and EQEPV spectra for the example of x = 0.5, together with the Gaussian fits to the CT absorption and emission. b) The 
estimated CT-energy of the ternary blends as a function of the fraction of nearest PCBM neighbors QPCBM (red circles), together with the corresponding 
values of Mollinger et al. (green circles). c) Schematic explanation for the increase of ECT with increasing ICBA content. The presence of the ICBA 
molecules in the blend reduces the PCBM aggregation, going along with an upshift of the PCBM-LUMO and the related CT state energy. Its only for 
high ICBA concentration that the CT properties are becoming dominated by the ICBA-polymer heterojunction.
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ECT. To rule out a pronounced hybridization or alloying of the 
two kinds of fullerenes on ECT, the authors studied a binary 
MEH-PPV:PCBM blend with varying polymer:fullerene ratio. 
In Figure 3b we plotted ECT of their binary and ternary blends 
(green full and empty circles) as a function of QPCBM. Here, 
QPCBM is the probability that the neighbor of a PCBM mol-
ecule is also PCBM. Both cases display the very same steady 
increase of ECT with increasing ICBA-content (smaller QPCBM) 
over a range of 100 meV. Despite the choice of a rather different 
donor polymer, our blends follow the very same trend, with a 
shift in the absolute CT energy which is due to the different 
ionization energy of 1F-PCPDTBT. This allows us to draw the 
following picture of the energetics and state occupation in our 
1F-PCPDTBT:PCBM:ICBA ternary blends (Figure 3c): for low 
to intermediate x, the CT manifold is entirely dominated by 
the polymer:PCBM interface. Increasing x decreases the size 
of the PCBM aggregates and increases the mean energy of the 
1F-PCPDTBT:PCBM CT state. This energy finally approaches 
that of the 1F-PCPDTBT:ICBA interface for large x, which 
finally becomes the CT state dominating absorption and emis-
sion. As such, it is meaningful to describe the interfacial ener-
getics by one CT state, which increases continuously with 
QPCBM, without an abrupt transition.

We note here that all of these states are broadened by 
dynamic and static energetic disorder.[32,33] We have not taken 
disorder into account in our models, as we are mainly inter-
ested in the interplay between CT and S1 state emission. Dis-
order is an important parameter when aiming at predicting 
the VOC for a given CT energetics and decay rate.[30,34] Part  
of the spectral shift of the EL emission may actually origin from 
the fact that decreasing the PCBM concentration reduces the 
number density of polymer:PCBM CT states, which for a given 
recombination current and CT decay rate causes state filling of 
the energetically broadened DOS. This in turn increases the 
value of ECT as deduced from the spectra and finally the VOC 
(e.g., decreasing the CT number density by a factor of ten raises 
VOC by ca 56 mV at room temperature).[34] Fortunately, the con-
clusions from our analysis (Equations (4)–(7)) are independent 
of the actual width of the distributions and the actual mecha-
nisms causing the rise of ECT with decreasing PCBM concen-
tration. The reason is that ECT does not enter the relevant equa-
tions directly but is rather used to estimate S CT1∆ −E  as a measure 
of the energetic offset between the (occupied) S1 and CT state 
manifolds.

2.4. Singlet Emission and Non-Radiative Voltage Loss

As pointed out earlier, it has been suggested that for a small 
S CT1∆ −E  the population of the emissive singlet exciton states 

decreases the non-radiative voltage loss through an increase 
of the ELQY. Indeed, the EL spectrum of our blends becomes 
dominated by the singlet emission component for high x, while 
at the same time ΔVOC,nrad reduces to 250 meV. On the other 
hand, it was argued that a strong singlet emission does not nec-
essary improve the VOC.[10] This is the case when recombination 
proceeds almost entirely through the CT state, rendering emis-
sive decay of the much less populated singlet state irrelevant for 
the VOC.

It can be generally assumed that the exciton and CT state 
population are in dynamic equilibrium.[10,11,35] Then, the 
following equations can be derived (see the Supporting Infor-
mation for the derivation)
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Here, CT S1µ µ µ= =  is the global chemical potential of the illu-
minated blend, which in absence of bending of the quasi-Fermi 
levels is equal to qVOC. μrad is the chemical potential if all recom-
binations were radiative. rad,CT

0J  and rad,S
0

1J  is the dark recombi-
nation current of the CT and S1 state, respectively. ERECT and 
ERES1 are the corresponding external radiative efficiency, which 
is the probability an excited CT respectively S1 state leads to 
photon emission. In general, ERE ERECT S1<< . Then the situa-
tion may occur that qVOC,rad is nearly independent of the CT 
properties ( rad,CT

0
rad,S
0

1J J< ) but that non-radiative recombination 
of the CT state determines the VOC. In our blends, this situ-
ation is suggested by the characteristic dependence of VOC,rad 
and VOC on S CT1E∆ −  (see Figure 4a). With decreasing S CT1E∆ −  
(increasing ICBA content) VOC,rad approaches a constant value, 
which implies that rad,S

0
1J  dominates over rad,CT

0J  in Equation (5). 
On the other hand, there is a steady increase of VOC with ICBA 
content through the entire composition range, suggesting that 
the VOC remains dominated by the CT recombination proper-

ties where 
ERE

rad,CT
0

CT

J
 decreases continuously with increasing ECT 

in Equation (4).
To substantiate this conclusion, knowledge about the singlet 

state properties rad,S
0

1J  and ERES1 is needed. The ERES1 (i.e., the 
probability that an excited singlet state emits a photon to the out-
side), can be estimated through the measurements of the external 
photoluminescence quantum efficiency of the neat polymer. For 
1F-PCPDTBT blended into polystyrene as an inert matrix, this 
yields a value of (1.0 ± 0.15) × 10−3. On the other hand, rad,S

0
1J  can be 

gained from the deconvolution of the measured EQEPV into the CT 
and S1 components, which is however error prone due to the large 
overlap of the two components, especially for high ICBA content. 
Alternatively, we made use of the fact that (again assuming kinetic 
equilibrium between free charges, CT states and singlet excitons) 
the contributions of the two states to ELQY can be written as:

ELQY expCT
rad,CT
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1J
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Jinj is the injection current which creates the chemical poten-
tial μ in the active layer. Here, it is reasonable to choose 
μ = qVOC and Jinj = JSC. Under these presumptions, rad,CT

0J  and  
rad,S
0

1J  can be directly deduced from the experimental ELQY 
data, but we prefer to base the analysis on a physical model. 
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As shown in Figure 1b, the polymer absorption dominates the 
strongly absorbing spectral region which determines JSC for all 
compositions. It is therefore plausible that rad,S

0
SC1J J∝ . Then, 

Equation (7) predicts that ELQYS1 increases strictly exponentially 
with VOC, which is indeed the case (see the comparison of the 
open squares and the dashed line in Figure  4b). Now using 

rad,CT
0

rad
0

rad,S
0

1J J J= − , the experimental ELQYCT can be repro-
duced over the entire composition range without any further 
assumptions (the solid line in Figure  4b). The corresponding 
values of andrad,CT

0
rad,S
0

1J J  are compared to the experimental
rad
0J  in Figure S4, Supporting Information. The analysis shows 

nicely that dominatesrad,CT
0

rad
0J J  for low ICBA concentration 

(low ECT), but that it decreases rapidly because the onset of 
the CT absorption shifts to higher photon energies. As a con-
sequence, rad,CT

0
rad,S
0

1J J<  for high ICBA concentration and the 
singlet properties determine rad

0J .

With rad,S
0

1J  and ERES1 at hand, we are now in a posi-

tion to calculate V k T q
J

J
/ ln EREOC,S B

SC

rad,S
0 S1

1

1= 







 and 

V k T q
J

J
/ lnOC,rad,S B

SC

rad,S
01

1

= 







 in the limit that all recombinations, 

radiative and non-radiative, proceeds through the singlet state 
of the low bandgap component. The result is plotted as function 
of S ,CT1E∆  by open symbols in Figure 4a. Both properties change 
only little with S ,CT1E∆ , because rad,S

0
1J  is roughly proportional to 

JSC and ERE constS1 = . While the VOC,rad of the blend devices 
approaches this radiative singlet limit for high ICBA concen-
tration, the VOC always remains below the corresponding pre-
diction for exclusive singlet recombination. This confirms our 
earlier conclusion that the singlet state dominates the radia-
tive recombination currents for high x, through a higher rad,S

0
1J

, but it does not govern the total recombination current which 
determines VOC. To substantiate this conclusion further, we 
calculated the current densities due to radiative singlet and CT 
decays from ELQYrad,S S SC1 1J J= × . and Jrad,CT  = ELQYCT  × JSC. 
The non-radiative singlet decay current density was estimated 

via 1 ERE
ERE

nrad,S rad,S
S

S
1 1

1

1

J J= − . These currents are compared to the 

JSC, which we use as an approximation for the total recombina-
tion current as shown in Figure  4c (see Figure S5, Supporting 
Information, for the corresponding bar diagram). Both rad,S1J  
and nrad,S1J  increase exponentially with decreasing S CT1E∆ − , due 
to a corresponding increase in VOC and constant radiative effi-
ciency. On the other hand, Jrad,CT remains nearly constant. This 
is because the increase in VOC (due to an increasing ECT) is com-
pensated by a corresponding decrease in rad,CT

0J . Importantly, 
the total recombination current remains dominated by a non-
radiative recombination process, which we assigned to the non-
radiative CT decay, Jnrad,CT. The corresponding ERECT calculated 
from Jrad,CT/(Jrad,CT + Jnrad,CT) is shown in Figure S6, Supporting 
Information. ERECT increases exponentially with decreasing 

Figure 4. a) Dependency of VOC,rad and VOC on ∆ −S CT1
E . Shown with full symbols are the predictions according to Equation (1) (with the measured rad

0J  
and ELQY) while the open symbols show the prediction of Equations (4) and (5) if recombination proceeds entirely through the polymer S1. The black line 
depicts the experimental results for the VOC. b) ELQYCT and ELQYS1 and the result of the fit according to Equations (6) and (7) with 4 10rad,S

0 21
SC1

J J= × ×−  
and = −rad,CT

0
rad
0

rad,S
0

1
J J J . c) The radiative and non-radiative recombination currents due to the singlet and CT population, compared to JSC, plotted as func-

tion of the energy gap between singlet and CT-state ∆ −( )S CT1
E . d) Heat map of ΔVOC,nrad as function of rad,CT

0J  and ERECT from Equation (8) using realistic 
singlet properties ( J 2 10 mA cm ,ERE 10rad,S

0 20 2
S

2
1 1
= × =− − − ). The non-radiative VOC loss for exclusive singlet recombination is 118 meV.
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S CT1E∆ − , as expected from the energy gap law, with values  
ranging from 7 × 10−7 to 2 × 10−5 as being typical for CT states.

3. Discussion

By changing the composition of the acceptor phase, we tune 
the ternary blend from a situation, where the CT properties dic-
tate both VOC,rad and the VOC, to a mixed situation where the 
radiative properties are determined by the singlet state but the 
total recombination by the CT properties. We have illustrated 
the latter situation for the example of the ICBA-rich blend with 
x = 1 in Figure 5. Here, the generation of free charge is repre-
sented by a continuous water inflow into a bucket, while the 
holes in the bucket represent the outlet of the water from the 
bucket due to the different recombination currents. The height 
of the water is then representative of the VOC.

The conditions and corresponding equations for CT- 
dominated and mixed situation are listed in Table 1. We have 
also added the prerequisites and equations for the singlet 
dominated case, which is however not realized in our blends, 
probably because of the highly non-radiative properties of the 
CT state. Recent work suggested that predominate singlet 
exciton recombination may become possible for fullerene and 
NFA-based systems with a low energy offset.[12,13,35]

Interestingly, neither the CT-dominated nor the mixed case 
depends on the emission efficiency of the singlet state, ERES1. 
This contrasts the often-noted expectation that the VOC generally 
benefits from a more emissive singlet exciton. Here, its intuitive 
to consider the non-radiative voltage loss. As outlined in the Sup-
porting Information, ΔVOC,nrad can be written as,

V V V k T
J J
J Jln

ERE ERE
OC,nrad OC,rad OC B

rad,CT
0

rad,S
0

rad,CT
0

CT

rad,S
0

S

1

1

1

∆ = − = −
+

+



















 (8)

In our blends, with decreasing S CT1E∆ − , the denominator 
becomes dominated by rad,S

0
1J  while the numerator remains  

governed by 
ERE

rad,CT
0

CT

J
. Accordingly, the singlet exciton reduces 

the non-radiative voltage loss not because its more emissive, 
but because its strong absorption lowers the radiative VOC limit. 
As such, ΔVOC,nrad is nearly independent of the radiative effi-
ciency of the S1 state despite the fact that it is more emissive 
(ERE ERES CT1 > ). This is documented in Figure S7, Supporting 

Table 1. Different scenarios for the contribution of the S1 and the CT state 
to the radiative and total recombination currents and the corresponding 
equations for the open circuit voltage and the voltage loss. Also consid-
ered are the effect of increasing radiative efficiency, ERES1

, and increasing 
coupling strength between the singlet and CT excited states, CT S1

t − .

Recombination CT-dominated Mixed case S1 dominated

Conditions
rad,CT
0

rad,S
0

1
J J>

ERE ERE
rad,CT
0

CT

rad,S
0

S

1

1

J J
>

rad,CT
0

rad,S
0

1
J J<

ERE ERE
rad,CT
0

CT

rad,S
0

S

1

1

J J
>

rad,CT
0

rad,S
0

1
J J<

ERE ERE
rad,CT
0

CT

rad,S
0

S

1

1

J J
<

qVOC,rad =
lnB

R

rad,CT
0k T
J

J








lnB
R

rad,S
0

1

k T
J

J








lnB
R

rad,S
0

1

k T
J

J








qVOC =

ln
ERE

B

R

rad,CT
0

CT

k T
J

J











ln

ERE
B

R

rad,CT
0

CT

k T
J

J











ln

ERE
B

R

rad,S
0

S

1

1

k T

J
J













qΔVOC,nrad = −kBTln{ERECT}

ln

ERE
B

rad,S
0

rad,CT
0

CT

1

k T
J

J−












ln{ERE }B S1
k T−

increasing ERES1
no effect no effect increases qVOC,

reduces ΔVOC,nrad

increasing CT S1−t reduces qVOC,rad and 
ΔVOC,nrad, no effect on VOC

no effect no effect

Figure 5. Free charge generation and recombination in the ICBA-rich blend (x = 1) illustrated by a a) bucket with holes and b) by a bar graph. While 
the radiative recombination is dominated by the decay of polymer singlet excitons, the non-radiative decay of CT excitons largely dominates the total 
recombination current and with that VOC.
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Information, where we plot the measured ΔVOC,nrad together 
with predictions from Equation  (8) for ERE 10S

2
1 = −  and 10−5, 

while all other parameters were taken from the above analysis. 
It is only if ERECT is strongly increased (or rad,CT

0J  is largely 
reduced) that the ΔVOC,nrad benefits from the singlet state occu-
pation. This points to the importance of understanding and 
tuning the CT decay properties. To illustrate this conclusion, 
Figure 4d shows a heat map of ΔVOC,nrad for realistic singlet prop-
erties ( 2 10 mA cm ,ERE 10rad,S

0 20 2
S

2
1 1J = × =− − − ),[9,10,36] while rad,CT

0J  
and ERECT are varied over four orders of magnitude. ΔVOC,nrad 
becomes fully dominated by singlet exciton recombination with 

ln{ERE } 118 meVOC,nrad B S1∆ = − =V k T  only for rather extreme 
CT state parameters ( 0.1 ,ERE 10 )rad,CT

0
rad,S1
0

CT
3< × > −J J . We 

have recently shown that in the PM6:Y6 blend, the CT state 
is almost hidden under the much stronger singlet absorption. 
However, due to its very small radiative efficiency, recombina-
tion from the CT state was still fast and highly non-radiative, 
explaining the rather large ΔVOC,nrad of 270 meV for this blend.

Let us finally consider the potential benefit of electronic 
coupling between the singlet and the CT states. In the limit 
of weak coupling, electronic coupling increases the oscillator 
strength of the CT state due to intensity borrowing from the 
singlet state, while it does not change its energy.[37,38] As a 
consequence, rad,CT

0J  will generally increase with increasing cou-
pling strength, CT S1t − , between the CT state and the singlet state, 
causing a concurrent raise of the radiative CT decay.[7] On the 
other hand, recent simulation work suggested that the non-radi-
ative recombination rate is barely affected by CT S1t − .[12] As such, 

ERECT rad,CT
0J∝  and 

ERE
rad,CT
0

CT

J
 is independent of CT S1t − . Under these 

prerequisites, VOC does not depend on the electronic coupling 
CT S1t −  in any of the situations discussed above. On the other 

hand, an increased electronic coupling will decrease ΔVOC,nrad 
in the CT-dominated case, consistent with earlier work,[7,12] 
mainly because it increases rad,CT

0J  and decreases VOC,rad while 
leaving VOC unaffected.

Our work highlights the importance of reducing the non-
radiative decay rate of the CT states, which we denote here as 
kCT,nr. In the simplest case that this process proceeds though 
vibronic coupling to the electronic ground state, kCT,nr depends 
primarily on the CT energy though an energy gap law.[5] How-
ever, there are several other parameters determining kCT,nr, such 
as the CT oscillator strength or the low and high frequency 
reorganization energies.[39,40] These properties depend strongly 
on the details of the chemical architecture of the molecules and 
their arrangement.[41,42] Another important factor is the degree 
of CT delocalization due to the aggregation of the donor and/or 
acceptor molecules. For the prototypical pentacene-C60 couple, 
computational work showed that kCT,nr increases strongly with 
the number of aggregated pentacene molecules at the hetero-
junction, and also depends on the relative orientation, in part 
due to a different CT state energy.[43] Notably, a change in the 
orientation of the pentacene molecules relative to the inter-
face from the edge-on to the face-on decreased kCT,nr by up to 
a factor of ten. A substantial improvement of the VOC in the 
face-on orientation has been demonstrated experimentally and 
attributed to reduced non-radiative losses.[44] This highlights the 
importance of tuning and optimizing molecular aggregation 
and orientation. Recent work highlighted the role of energetic 

disorder σCT on kCT,nr.[40,45] It was predicted that reducing σCT 
can cause a substantial decrease of kCT,nr, mainly by providing 
a smaller number of low energy CT states with high non-radi-
ative decay rates. There are other means to increase the VOC 
without the need to decrease the CT rate. As pointed out ear-
lier, VOC is dependent on the number density of CT states, 
NCT through eVOC ∝ ln (NCT).[34] This may be achieved by dilu-
tion of the components as well as by reducing the degree of 
intermixing. State of the art NFAs exhibit a high tendency to 
form large and pure molecular aggregates in the BHJ film.[46] 
Finally, one may aim at entering the S1 dominated recombi-
nation regime by decreasing S CT1E∆ −  where VOC and ΔVOC,nrad 
become independent of the CT decay properties (see Table S1, 
Supporting Information). However, this approach often leads to 
a decrease of the JSC, as also observed here.[9,19,47] A recent study 
gave promise that the S1-dominated recombination regime may 
be entered without compromising the photocurrent generation 
efficiency.[12] Further research is needed to understand which 
specific properties renders these DA combinations so efficient 
despite a small energy offset.

4. Conclusion

We studied radiative and non-radiative recombination in a ter-
nary blend of a well-aggregated low-bandgap polymer and a 
mixture of PCBM and ICBA. This allowed us to continuously 
tune the CT state energy while leaving the energy of the low 
energy polymer singlet exciton nearly unaffected. We find that 
for high ICBA concentrations the latter dominates the radia-
tive properties of the blend, while the former determines the 
non-radiative processes and, with this, the VOC. In this regime, 
the non-radiative loss decreases with increasing ICBA content 
because a blue-shifted and more radiative CT state raises VOC 
while at the same time the strongly absorbing S1 sets an upper 
limit to the VOC,rad. Our data shows that a strong singlet exciton 
contribution in the absorption and emission of D:A blends does 
not necessary imply that the VOC benefits from the repopulation 
of the S1, even in the case of a small S1-CT offset. Considering 
only the non-radiative voltage loss to evaluate VOC limiting pro-
cesses is insufficient. Instead, a careful analysis of all contribu-
tions (radiative and non-radiative) to the total recombination is 
crucial in the development and optimization of new materials 
and their blends for organic solar cells.

5. Experimental Section
Sample Fabrication: The solar cell devices were fabricated on 

structured ITO-coated glass slides (Optrex) pre-cleaned in acetone, 
detergent, DI-water, and isopropanol, and dried with a nitrogen gun. The 
pre-cleaned ITO substrate was plasma-cleaned and a 50–60 nm layer of 
PEDOT:PSS (Clevios AI  4083) was spin cast on top. After transferring 
the substrates into nitrogen filled glove-box the active layer was spin 
cast from solutions of a constant polymer weight fraction and variable 
PCBM:ICBA ratio: c1F-PCPDTBT:cPC70BM:cICBA = 1: 3(1 − x): 3x.

1F-PCPDTBT (Mw  =  55789 g  mol−1, PDI  =  1.46) was synthesized as 
described in Albrecht et al.[18] PC70BM (99%, Solenne) and ICBA (99%, 
Solenne) were used as received. Dichlorobenzene was used as solvent 
and all samples were prepared with 1 vol% DIO as processing agent. 
Finally, 20 nm Ca and 100 nm Al were thermally evaporated with a base 
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pressure below 10−6 mbar trough shadow masks to define the active area 
to be 16 mm2. Such a small area was used to realize a small RC-constant 
of the device. Due to the high boiling point of DIO, all devices processed 
with DIO were dried in vacuum at room-temperature for at least 2 h 
prior the evaporation of Ca and Al, since residual DIO functions as a 
hole trap. All samples were encapsulated with two component epoxy 
resin and a glass lid prior to air exposure.

Grazing-Incidence Wide-Angle X-Ray Scattering and Resonant Soft X-Ray 
Scattering: GIWAXS was conducted at beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced 
Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory using 10 keV 
photons at an incident angle of 0.2°. Samples were cast onto silicon 
substrates coated with PSS to replicate device morphology. RSoXS 
measurements were carried out at beamline 11.0.1.2 at the ALS. X-ray 
energy was chosen to maximize phase contrast between components 
and limit background signal from X-ray fluorescence. Samples were 
floated from silicon substrates coated in water-soluble PSS in deionized 
water onto silicon nitride windows for RSoXS measurements.

Solar Cell Characteristics: The solar cell characteristics were measured 
with an Oriel class A simulator calibrated to 100 mW  cm−2, and the 
samples were temperature controlled to 20  °C during measurement. 
The calibration of the sun simulator was done with a KG3 filtered silicon 
reference cell calibrated at Fraunhofer ISE.

Electroluminescence Measurements: In addition to an Andor Solis 803 
System consisting of mirrors and filters, a Si-Detector (90 averages 
with 1s integration time) and one grid for a center wavelength (CWL) of 
800  nm and an InGaAs-Detector (1 average with 90s integration time) 
with another grid for CWL equaling 1100 and 1400 nm, were used. The 
measurements were done close to VOC-condition.

Photovoltaic External Quantum Efficiency Measurements: The light source 
was a Philips halogen lamp with 300 W whose light was chopped with 87 Hz 
and gets monochromated with an Oriel 260 Monochromator. Due to high 
order effects during the refraction at the grid edge filter was used for 650 and 
780 nm, respectively. The spectra were calibrated with a Si-Diode (Newport 
UV 818) until 800  nm but above with an InGaAs-Diode (Newport IR 918) 
while the signal was read out by an analog Lock-In Amplifier (EG&G 5302).

Photoluminescence Quantum Yield: Photoluminescence quantum 
yield measurements were performed on films of neat 1F-PCPDTBT and 
a 1:1 w/w blend of 1F-PCPDTBT with polystyrene (Mw = 35 000 g mol−1). 
The samples were encapsulated carefully along the edges making sure 
that the central illuminated area was free of the encapsulation glue. 
Additionally, the edges of the samples were covered with black tape 
to avoid waveguiding through the sides. The measurements were 
performed inside an integrating sphere (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. 
A10094) under steady state illumination of a 520 nm continuous wave 
laser (InsaneWare). The intensity of the laser was adjusted to a 1 sun 
equivalent using a calibrated Si photodiode. The photoluminescence 
signal at the output of the integrating sphere was detected using 
an Andor Shamrock SR-303i-B spectrograph equipped with a 
DU420A-BR-DD Si detector (for CWL of 800 nm) and a DU491A-1.7 
InGaAs detector (for CWL of 1100 and 1400 nm).
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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